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Body Armor Service Life 
 
 

Ultimate Survival Technologies has purchased the rights and assets of Survival 
Incorporated, former manufacturer of Ace Advantage™ body armor.  Ultimate Survival 
Technologies is continuing to manufacture and support the Ace Advantage™ product 
line, including LIIIA armor vests and accessories and LIV ceramic plates. 

 
 

Shelf Life/Serviceability 
 
Ultimate Survival Technologies (UST) has established a five year replacement cycle for their 
military and tactical body armor, as well as any armor previously manufactured by Survival 
Incorporated, so long as inspection for damage, excessive wear, or abuse is conducted on a 
180-day inspection cycle. Any vest that appears to be damaged or in obvious poor condition 
should be removed from service and discarded or returned to the manufacturer to prevent 
its accidental reuse or re-entry into service. This inspection does not take the place of an 
individual wearer looking at it every time they use it and identifying problems to those 
responsible for its issue and care. This standard is consistent with guidelines set forth by the 
NIJ, the ballistic fiber manufacturers, and other ballistic manufacturers, who recommend a 
serviceable shelf life of 5 years. 
 
The bottom line as it relates to body armor is that there is no known way to determine the 
performance of body armor without destructive ballistic testing.  In addition to age, many 
factors can influence the ballistic performance of body armor. The single greatest impact on 
armor and its shelf life/serviceability is wear and tear. Factors influencing how rapidly body 
armor begins to deteriorate or lose its ballistic properties include age, environmental 
exposure, use, abuse, and overall care. Exposure to water or other liquids, sweat, ultra-violet 
light, extreme temperature changes, heavy use, high heat, insect intrusion, mold, mildew, 
chemicals, cuts and abrasions are all factors. Alone or collectively, these degrading factors 
contribute to vest deterioration and increase the subjectivity of the “shelf life” decision.  A 
unit that has kept its body armor on the shelf unused in a temperature-controlled building 
may assume a greater life expectancy than units whose soldiers wear the product 
consistently and subject it to extreme environmental conditions. The more a vest is subjected 
to the degrading factors mentioned previously, the greater the potential for risk to the 
individual, regardless of date of issue.  
 



Material 
UST does not use Zylon® or any other hybrid fiber in our armor. UST’s Ace Advantage™ body 
armor uses Twaron® fibers exclusively within our designs. All armor produced by UST, and 
formerly Survival Inc., is designed to exceed the ballistic performance standards established 
by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), has been independently tested by H.P. White 
Laboratories (one of three test facilities recognized by the NIJ) and has been certified by the 
NIJ.   
 
UST only produces armor that is certified to NIJ Level IIIA. This level is the highest rating or 
certification given to “soft” body armor by the NIJ and provides greater ballistic protection 
against small arms fire and provides much better fragmentation and flak protection than 
Level II and IIA. The construction features of UST’s/Survival Inc.’s body armor offer some 
important advantages over other manufacturers’ designs. First, the ballistic fibers in our 
armor are hermetically sealed using a proprietary process to prevent or lessen the chance 
that moisture, sweat, water, dirt, or other foreign matter can get to the fibers. Second, these 
ballistic fiber layers are covered by a thin water-repellent cover. Third, this encased ballistic 
package is inserted into a removable fire-retardant, water-repellent outer cover that provides 
ultraviolet protection. This outer-most cover has been designed so that it can be washed or 
wiped down without exposing the protective fibers to water or cleaning solutions. 
 
UST’s Buy Back/Credit Incentive 
UST believes that our body armor should perform within the ballistic performance standards 
set forth by the NIJ for five years under normal operational use and a closely followed 
inspection cycle. Should a vest require replacing due to age or product degradation outside 
of the recommended service period, UST will credit $25.00 per vest (one for one, no limit) 
towards any new vest manufactured by UST on the GSA schedule.  In the interest of removing 
unserviceable armor from the field and preventing accidental re-issue, UST will honor this 
“buy back/credit” incentive even for armor that was not manufactured by UST or Survival Inc.  
 
GSA Number: GS-07F-0566T (Prices subject to change with any modification to GSA Contract) 

901-0013-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, TERRA,  XS/SMALL 

901-0014-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, BLACK, XS/SMALL 

1BA-2P/3A-R2-M ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, TERRA, MEDIUM 

1BA-2P/3A-R-M ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, BLACK, MEDIUM 

901-0015-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, TERRA, LARGE 

901-0016-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, BLACK,  LARGE 

901-0017-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, TERRA, XL/XXL 

901-0018-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, MOLLE, BLACK, XL/XXL 

901-0019-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, TERRA, XS/SMALL 

901-0020-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, BLACK, XS/SMALL 

1BA-2P/3A-R2 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR,  TERRA, MEDIUM 

1BA-2P/3A-R ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR,  BLACK, MEDIUM 

901-0021-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, TERRA, LARGE 

901-0022-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR, BLACK, LARGE 

901-0023-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR,  TERRA, XL/XXL 

901-0024-001 ACE ADVANTAGE ARMOR,  BLACK, XL/XXL 
 
Please contact UST at 866.479.7994/206.965.9660 x115 with any questions.   
Email requests can be sent to govsales@ultimatesurvival.com 


